“HANDCIALS”
3 Minute Facials on the Back of the Hand
Great to do on the run, at lunch with a girlfriend, at the beginning of a class for those who have to
leave early! Great to do if you work another job and don’t have a lot of time to MK via classes.
Promote and CARRY the Miracle Set and Satin Hands and non-scented baby wipes with you
everywhere you go and do this 3 minute procedure, and you will make $130 each time…$130 for 3
minutes work is a heck of a lot of money!
1) Use Time Wise 3-in-1 Cleanser Normal/Dry on the back of one of her hands. (Don’t put
anything on the other hand). Rub into the back of her hand. Wipe off with non-scented baby wipe.
Talk to her about what the 3-in-1 Cleanser does: cleans, freshens and exfoliates (read from Look
Book).
2) Add a drop of Day Solution on the same hand, rub in. While she is doing that explain Day
Solution: contains SPF 25 and protects the skin from the elements during the day.
3) Add a drop of Night Solution on the same hand, rub in. While she is doing that explain Night
Solution: it is a highly effective blend of vitamins that over time will reduce the appearance of fine
lines and wrinkles.
4) Add a drop of Age Fighting Moisturizer on same hand, rub in. While she is doing that explain
Age-Fighting moisturizer: oil free and is clinically proven to hydrate for up to 10 hours, contains a
patented Time Wise complex that helps even out skin tone, firm, and soften as it reduces the
appearance of fine lines.
5) Foundation: Use a color of foundation that is the opposite of her skin tone. Put a DAB of the
foundation on back of both hands: the non-treated hand and the Time Wise treated hand. You will
notice a BIG difference in look, feel and texture. READ and show them the results you can achieve
by using this set for 8 weeks which is found in the Look Book.
NOW TO SELL THE SATIN HANDS PAMPERING SET………………
6) Let her apply the Extra Emollient Night Cream and then the Satin Smoothie Hand Scrub. Have
them go wash and dry their hands. When she returns give her a squirt of the Hand Cream. Viola!
Satin Hands!
Always carry a MIRACLE SET AND SATIN HANDS SET IN YOUR CAR so you can give them the
product to take home with them! GIRLS WHO HAVE “NO TIME”…HOW EASY CAN THIS BE?!?
Sell your hearts out!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

